Statement of Editorial Policy
It is conventional for a new editor to list his ~ambitions for ,a journal when assuming office. This intellectual activity is an innocent occupation and has occasionally ~ed to some small changes. It gives an editor, at the least, a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to emerge from his background of honest drudgery.
The new editor of the PSYCHIATRIC QUARTERLY is in an enviable situation in this regard, since the basic editorial policy of the QUARTERLY iS already admirable. It is a journ~al supported by the largest single: mental health system in the world but i4 has been, ,and will continue to be, fre~ of interference from that quarter. This does not mean that THE PSYCHIATRIC QUARTERLY will ignore its parentage, for some of the most provocative and valuable experiments in public psychiatry and research are currently being carried on within the, Department. In its earliest years, ~n fact, the QUARTERLY functioned to a very large extent as a forum for members of the, Department and should do so still. Close association with a great public department should enhance ,our strength but not diminish our freedom. A ~ew minor new emphases will eventually be seen, ,consonant with our new :subtitle " A Journal of Postgraduate Education." Revievcs .are inv i t e d -n o t the ritual string of baggage cars preceding a t~ny caboose of allegedly new knowledge, nor the mini-encyclopedias demonstrating the undisciplined industry .of .an uuthor's graduate students--but honest synthetie grapplings, written with eleganee and clarity. While k~owledge may indeed be .a seamless web, our writers probably could isolate a pattern here and there. For example: What are the implications for triage of the work .of people like Birch, Pasamaniek, Chess, Medniek and others? What can a community mental health center director make: of Bandura's or P~tterson's studies in social learning? Wh, at are the roots, consequences and utility of the empathic, hedonic approach to patients and must it be in hostile opposition to the rationM and scientific? Topical reviews, then, will be welcomed, if well done, and ,the author need not cast about for a case history or two to serve as excuse. Case history studies themselves, for so long the characteristic vehicle of the literate psychiatrist, may now, however, be greeted by the Editor with a certain reserve. We are aware, of course, that this mode was graced by Freud and many anothe~ but statistical techniques are really about as old now as psychoanalysis. There are indeed, of course) certain approaches in which the case is the appropriate mode ~of presentation--for example, when the t~pic is the alte.r~tion of behavior by specific methods--but these approaches are 1 i m i 4 e d. Precise, methodologicallysound, well-written and terse presentations of basic research are more 'than welcome, especially if they appear to have major relevance to our elinicM problems or emanaie from the Department's own research structure. From time to time., ,~ery likely utilizing the long-established Supplement, we .shall reprin% with suitable annotations, some .of the classic papers in both research and clinical practice on which our art is founded.
We shall list, as time goes on, more and more of the teaching aids, co~rses, bibli, ogl, aphies, and so on that might be useful ~,o the, practitioner.
Critical evaluation of such material will be .emphasized. Book reviews, always one of our be~cter departments, will be even further expanded, and reviewers are invited to be as critical as .circumstances require.. A great many non-books are being written and respectfully reviewed in our various j,ournals, and it would be refreshing to see less gentility and more pertinence.
We would hope, however, that THE PSYCHIATRIC QUARTERLY will never become either a dull device for selfimprovement .or a somber guardian of scientific proprieties. A little of both will be bearable, but there must remain room for one of the moee rewarding feature,s of our past. This has been the openess of the, columns of this QUARTERLY to essays that are neither scientific nor pointedly clinica], bu~t r:a~her hur~an~stic or scholarly. Such productions are an essentim part of what eduea~cion must be and we shM1 continue lo welcome them. Be advised, however, that we will insist increasingly on elegance and clarity in these .and also, difficult as it may be, even in narrowly scientific .articles. T.he British have 1,ong since demonstrated that learning and an adequate prose ,style ..are not im comp,a~ib~e. Perhaps such foreign novelties might gain currency even amor~g ourselves. Th~at, too, would be educational.
Any journal, finally, is m~lded by the changing needs of its constituency. We see our consti,tuency as net merely psychiatrists, but all members of all disciplines involved in the care or attempts at understanding of those of our fell.ow humans who ,are labeled as meal, tally ill. Feel free to write us with suggestions, comment, criticism--even praise, should we deserve it.
